
No./100: 100

SAO/S71-001 (RR) 0/0 Asuna (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

CONT - If this card has a Marker underneath it, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, reveal the top card of your deck. If that 
card is an <Anniversary> character, you may put it underneath this card Face-down as a 
Marker.

AUTO - At the start of your opponent's Attack Phase, you may move this to your empty 
Front Row Center Slot.

SAO/S71-002 (RR) 1/0 Alicization Dividing Kirito & Alice (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 2 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or more, 
this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} (1) When this attacks, if you have the Choice CX (029) in your 
Climax Area, and you have another <Anniversary> character, look at the top card of 
your deck, choose up to 1 <Anniversary> character from among them, show it to your 
opponent, add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room, then you may pay cost. If 
you do, during the Trigger Step of this attack, perform Trigger Check twice.

SAO/S71-003 (RR) 3/2 Kirito & Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 6 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 6 or more, 
this gets +1500 power.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} EXPERIENCE 6 [(2) Discard 1 card] When this attacks, if you 
have the Choice CX (028) in your Climax Area, and the sum of Levels of cards in your 
Level Zone is 6 or more, you may pay cost. If you do, mill 5, then repeat the following 
effect X times, where X is the number of Climaxes milled: "Deal 2 damage to your 
opponent, and this turn, this gets +2500 power."



SAO/S71-004 (R) 0/0 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 0 or lower, you may 
send that character to Stock. If you do, put the bottom card of your opponent's Stock into 
Waiting Room.

AUTO - EXPERIENCE 2 - When this is placed on stage from hand, if the sum of Levels 
of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or more, choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets 
+2000 power.

SAO/S71-005 (R) 0/0 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - If you have 2 or more other <Anniversary> characters, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] CIP pay cost; If you do, search your deck for up to 1 
<Anniversary> character, show it to opp, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck 
afterwards.

SAO/S71-006 (R) 0/0 Alicization Exploding Kirito & Asuna (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

CONT - This card cannot Side Attack.

AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, choose 1 of your other 
<Anniversary> characters, Rest it, and move it to an empty slot in your Back Row.



SAO/S71-007 (R) 1/0 Asuna (Anniv/Avatar)

AUTO - Cost 0 or lower Stock Suicider

AUTO - (2) On-death, pay cost to salvage 1 <Anniv> character

SAO/S71-008 (R) 1/0 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - For each of your other <Anniversary> characters, this gets +500 power.

AUTO - When this attacks, if you have 2 or more other <Anniversary> characters, look 
at up to 2 cards from the top of your deck, choose 1 card from among them, put it on top 
of your deck, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-009 (R) 2/1 [it's Asuna and Lisbeth but neither of their names are on the card] 
(Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - [Discard 2 cards] Anti-Change backup, send target to WR

ACT - BACKUP +2500



SAO/S71-010 (R) 3/2 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - Early play if 2 or less CX in WR

CONT - EXP6 this gets +1500 power

AUTO - CIP topcheck X, add up to 1 card among them to hand, send rest to WR. X = # 
of your <Anniversary> characters

SAO/S71-011 (R) 3/2 Alice & Kirito (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, search your deck for up to 1 
<Anniversary> character, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and shuffle your deck 
afterwards.

AUTO - (3) When this attacks, you may pay cost. If you do, send the bottom 4 cards of 
your opponent's deck to Waiting Room, then deal X damage to your opponent. X equals 
the number of Climaxes sent to Waiting Room by this effect.

SAO/S71-012 (U) 0/0 Heathcliff (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - RECOLLECTION - If this is in Memory, all players cannot use ENCORE.

ACT - [(1) Send this to Memory] Look at up to 4 cards from the top of your deck, choose 
up to 1 <Anniversary> character from among them, show it to your opponent, add it to 
hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room.



SAO/S71-013 (U) 0/0 the only card in this set so far that has Admin in the art I think ??? 
(Anniversary/Net/Fluctlight)

CONT - The character across from this cannot move to other slots.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, reveal the top card of your deck. If that 
card is an <Anniversary> character, this turn, this gets +1 Level and +1500 power.

SAO/S71-014 (U) 0/0 Alice (Anniv/Fluctlight)

CONT - You cannot play Event or BACKUP

SAO/S71-015 (U) 1/0 Asuna (Anniv/Avatar)

CONT - During your turn, global +1k to <Anniv>

AUTO - When you play a CX, give 1 chara +1k for the turn



SAO/S71-016 (U) 1/0 more of the gang (Anniversary/Avatar/Fluctlight)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 2 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or more, 
this gets +2000 power.

SAO/S71-017 (U) 1/1 Shino & Asuna & Yuuki (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, reveal the top card of your deck. If that card 
is an <Anniversary> character, add it to hand and discard 1 card.

ACT - BACKUP +2000

SAO/S71-018 (U) 1/0 Alicization Lasting Kirito & Asuna (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 <Anniversary> character] When this is placed on stage from 
hand, you may pay cost. If you do, choose up to 1 of your opponent's characters, return 
it to hand, and this turn, this gets +1000 power.



SAO/S71-019 (U) 2/1 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - ASSIST +2000 to Level 3 or higher characters in front of this card.

CONT - EXPERIENCE 3 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 3 or more, 
this gains the following ability: "ACT - [Rest this] Choose 1 of your <Anniversary> 
characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power, and gains the following ability: "CONT - 
During this card's battle, your opponent cannot play Events from hand.""

SAO/S71-020 (U) 2/1 Fairy Dance Asuna & Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 5 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 5 or more, 
this gets +500 power, and gains the following ability: "AUTO - (1) When this attacks, you 
may pay cost. If you do, during the Trigger Step of this attack, perform Trigger Check 
twice."

AUTO - When this attacks, this turn, this gets +X power. X equals the number of your 
other <Anniversary> characters times 1000.

SAO/S71-021 Haven't found a translation for this reveal, but I think it's a global +500 for 
<Anniversary> characters and the second ability is when you level up, you may pay 2 to 
search your deck for an <Anniversary> character.



SAO/S71-022 (C) 0/0 Asuna & Kirito (Anniv/Avatar)

CONT - ASSIST +500

CONT - EXP3, this gains "AUTO - At start of your CX phase, give an <Anniv> chara +1k 
this turn"

SAO/S71-023 (C) 0/0 Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, mill 2. If there was a Climax(es) among 
them, this turn, this gets +3000 power.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, choose 1 of your <Anniversary> 
characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.

SAO/S71-024 (C) 0/0 Errybody (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - This ability activates up to twice per turn. When your other <Anniversary> 
character is placed on stage from hand, this turn, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, if you have the 
Wind CX (030) in the Climax Area, and you have another <Anniversary> character, 
search your deck for up to 1 <Anniversary> character, show it to your opponent, add it to 
hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.



SAO/S71-025 (C) 1/1 Asuna (Anniversary/Net)

CONT - EXP2 this gets +1500 power and gains AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]

AUTO - CIP if you have 4 or more other <Anniversary> characters, you may put an 
<Anniversary> character from WR into Stock.

SAO/S71-026 (C) 2/1 Kirito & Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 <Anniversary> character] When this is placed on stage from 
hand, you may pay cost. If you do, return all cards in your Waiting Room into your deck, 
shuffle your deck, then choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is higher than your 
opponent's Level, you may send that character to Stock. If you do, put the bottom card 
of your opponent's Stock into Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-027 (C) 1/0 Event (Ramen...?)

COUNTER - Choose 1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets +X power. X 
equals the number of your Stock times 500.



SAO/S71-028 (CR) Choice CX 

SAO/S71-029 (CC) Choice CX - "Childhood"

SAO/S71-030 (CC) Wind CX



SAO/S71-031 (RR) 0/0 Yuuki (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - At the start of your Climax Phase, choose 1 of your <Anniversary> characters, 
this turn, it gets +500 power.

ACT - BRAINSTORM [(1) Rest this] Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, then send 
them to Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, choose up to 1 character from 
your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

SAO/S71-032 (RR) 3/2 Fairy Dance Kirito & Leafa (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, draw up to 2 cards, then discard 1 
card.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +X power. X equals the number of your opponent's Back Row characters times 
1000.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [(2) Discard 1 card] When this card's battle opponent is 
Reversed, if you have the Gold Bar CX (053) in the Climax Area, you may pay cost. If 
you do, send that character to Clock, deal 1 damage to your opponent, then choose 1 of 
your characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

SAO/S71-033 (R) 0/0 Alicization Awakening Sinon & Leafa (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, choose 
1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

ACT - [Rest this] Choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gains the following ability: 
"AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, you may send the top card of 
your opponent's Clock to Waiting Room. If you do, send that character to Clock."



SAO/S71-034 (R) 0/0 Ronye & Tiese & Alice (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. 
If you do, look at up to 3 cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 1 card among 
them, add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-035 (R) 1/0 Suguha & Kazuto (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, this turn, this gets +X power. X equals 
the number of your <Anniversary> characters times 500.

AUTO - [Shuffle 2 characters from your Waiting Room back into your deck] When this is 
placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, this turn, this gets +1 Soul.

SAO/S71-036 (R) 1/0 Maids (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, this turn, this gets +1500 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, if you have the 
Gold Bag CX (054) in the Climax Area, choose up to 1 <Anniversary> character from 
your Waiting Room, add it to hand, then choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gets 
+1000 power.



SAO/S71-037 (R) 3/2 Mother's Rosario Kirito & Asuna & Yuuki (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If 
you do, put the top card of your Clock into Stock.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Anniversary> characters times 
500.

ACT - (1) Choose 1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.

SAO/S71-038 (R) 3/2 Yuuki (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} [(1) Discard 2 cards] When this attacks, if you have the Gold Bar 
CX (055) in the Climax Area, and you have another <Anniversary> character, you may 
pay cost. If you do, mill 11. If you milled 4 or more <Anniversary> characters, deal 1 
damage to your opponent. If you milled 8 or more, you may also Heal 2. If you milled all 
11, also deal 2 damage to your opponent, then deal 2 damage to your opponent, then 
deal 4 damage to your opponent.

SAO/S71-039 (U) 0/0 Yui & Klein & Leafa & Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to 2 cards from the top of 
your deck, and put them back in any order.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 0 or lower, you may 
send the top card of your opponent's Clock to Waiting Room. If you do, send that 
character to Clock.



SAO/S71-040 (U) 0/0 Yuna (Anniv/Net) - I like this card a lot btw

AUTO - 1x/turn, when you use an ACT, reveal top card of your deck, if it is <Anniv>, add 
it to hand and discard 1.

ACT - [Rest this] Give 1 of your chara +500 this turn.

SAO/S71-041 (U) 0/0 no-chara-names (Anniversary/Avatar/Fluctlight)

ACT - [Discard 1 card, Send this to Waiting Room] Choose 1 <Anniversary> character 
from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

ACT - BACKUP +1000 

SAO/S71-042 (U) 0/0 Alicization Turning Kirito & Tiese & Ronye (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - [(1) Put the top card of your deck into Clock] When this is placed on stage from 
hand, you may pay cost. If you do, look at up to 3 cards from the top of your deck, 
choose up to 1 character among them, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, and 
send the rest to Waiting Room.



SAO/S71-043 (U) 1/1 Eternal Weavers (Anniv/Avatar/Fluctlight)

AUTO - Anti-change Clock suicider

SAO/S71-044 (U) 2/1 "Infinite Weavers" (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - ASSIST Level x 500 

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, choose 
1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

ACT - [Rest this] Choose 1 of your characters, this turn, it gains the following ability: 
"AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, you may send the top card of 
your opponent's Clock to Waiting Room. If you do, send that character to Clock."

SAO/S71-045 (C) 0/0 Suguha (Anniversary/Net)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +2000 power.

ACT - [Rest 1 of your <Anniversary> characters] This turn, this gets +1000 power.



SAO/S71-046 (C) 0/0 Oberon (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - If you do not have another <Anniversary> character, this does not Stand during 
Stand Phases.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, mill 2, and this turn, this gets +X 
power. X equals the number of <Anniversary> characters milled times 1000.

SAO/S71-047 (C) 1/0 Alicization Rising Kirito & Fizel & Linel (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, 
you may put the top card of your deck into Stock."

SAO/S71-048 (C) 1/0 EDGY (Anniv/Avatar)

CONT - This cannot Front if chara across is higher level than this card.

AUTO - On-attack, if you have 2 or more other <Anniv>, this gets +2k this turn.



SAO/S71-049 (C) 1/1 Sleeping Knights (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - If you have 2 or more other <Anniversary> characters, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]

SAO/S71-050 (C) 2/1 Leafa (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, if you have an <Anniversary> character, 
choose 1 of your battling characters, this turn, it gets +1000 power.

ACT - BACKUP +2500

SAO/S71-051 (C) 2/1 Asuna & Leafa (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Anniversary> characters times 
1000.

AUTO - (1) When this card's Level 2 or higher battle opponent is Reversed, you may 
pay cost. If you do, choose 1 character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.



SAO/S71-052 (C) 2/0 Event 

If you do not have an <Anniversary> character, you cannot play this card from hand.
Search your deck for up to 1 <Anniversary> character, show it to your opponent, add it 
to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards.
Both players reveal their hands.

SAO/S71-053 (CR) Gold Bar CX - "To the Base of the World Tree"

SAO/S71-054 (CC) Gold Bag CX



SAO/S71-055 (CC) Goldbar CX

SAO/S71-056 (RR) 1/0 Silica & Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - If all of your characters are <Anniversary>, this gets +2000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this card's battle opponent is Reversed, if you have the 
Gate CX (069) in the Climax Area, choose up to 1 Level 0 or lower card from your 
Waiting Room, put it into Stock, then reveal the top card of your deck. If that card is 
Level 1 or higher, add it to hand.

SAO/S71-057 (R) 0/0 Lisbeth & Silica (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your other <Anniversary> characters, this turn it 
gets +2000 power.

AUTO - (1) At the start of the Encore Step, if you do not have any other Rested 
characters in your Front Row, you may pay cost. If you do, Rest this.



SAO/S71-058 (R) 1/0 Lisbeth & Silica (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Anniversary> characters times 
500.

ACT - [Rest 1 of your <Anniversary> characters] This turn, this gets +1000 power.

SAO/S71-059 (R) 3/2 Suguha & Keiko & Rika (Anniversary/Net)

CONT - If you have 2 or less Climaxes in Waiting Room, this gets -1 Level in hand.

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, you may Heal 1.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +2000 power.

SAO/S71-060 (R) 3/2 Beach girls pt.2 (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, reveal the top card of your deck. If that 
card is an <Anniversary> character, you may deal 1 damage to your opponent.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, this turn, 
this gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Anniversary> characters times 
500.

ACT - [Discard 1 card] Choose 1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets 
+2500 power.



SAO/S71-061 (U) 0/0 "Urban young generations" (Anniversary/Net/Fluctlight)

CONT - ASSIST +500

ACT - BRAINSTORM (1) Flip over the top 4 cards of your deck, then send them to 
Waiting Room. For each Climax among them, perform the following effect: "Choose 1 
character from your Waiting Room, add it to hand, then discard 1 card."

SAO/S71-062 (U) 0/0 Leafa & Silica (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - All of your other <Anniversary> characters get +500 power.

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT ability, choose 
1 of your characters, this turn, it gets +500 power.

SAO/S71-063 (U) 0/0 Death Gun (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, mill 2. If there is a Climax(es) among 
them, choose 1 of your opponent's Front Row characters, this turn, it gets -1000 power.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 0 or lower, you may 
Reverse that character.



SAO/S71-064 (U) 1/0 Asuna & Lisbeth & Silica (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - This ability activates up to once per turn. When you use an ACT, abiilty, choose 
1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, if the battle opponent's Level is 1 or lower, you may 
Reverse that character.

SAO/S71-065 (C) 0/0 Yui & Asuna & Klein & Lisbeth (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

CONT - All of your other characters gain "CONT - This cannot Side Attack."

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, if your opponent has 5 or more 
Climaxes in their Waiting Room, Rest this.

SAO/S71-066 (C) 2/1 DESU GUN (Anniv/Avatar)

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] On-play, pay cost to salvage any <Anniv> character

AUTO - Lv2 or lower Suicider



SAO/S71-067 (C) 2/1 cuties (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

CONT - For each of your other <Anniversary> characters, this gets +500 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} When this attacks, if you have the Gate CX (070) in the Climax 
Area, look at up to 2 cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 2 <Anniversary> 
characters from among them, show them to your opponent, add them to hand, and send 
the rest to Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-068

SAO/S71-069 (CR) Gate CX 



SAO/S71-070 (CC) Gate CX 

SAO/S71-071 (RR) 0/0 Kirito (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, this turn, this gets +1500 power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is sent from stage to Waiting Room, you may pay 
cost. If you do, look at up to 4 cards from the top of your deck, choose up to 1 
<Anniversary> character from among them, show it to your opponent, add it to hand, 
and send the rest to Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-072 (RR) 1/0 the gang's all here (Anniversary/Avatar/Fluctlight)

CONT - If you have 2 or more other <Anniversary> characters, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} EXPERIENCE 2 - When this attacks, if you have the Pants CX 
(098) in your Climax Area, and the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or 
more, mill up to 3 cards, then choose up to 1 Level X or lower <Anniversary> character 
from your Waiting Room, add it to hand, and this turn, this gets +500 power. X equals 
the number of <Anniversary> characters milled by this effect.



SAO/S71-073 (RR) 3/2 Alicization Uniting Kirito & Eugeo (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

CONT - If you have 4 or more <Anniversary> characters, this gets -1 Level in hand.

CONT - EXPERIENCE 6 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 6 or more, 
this gets +500 power, and gains the following ability: "AUTO - When this attacks, choose 
1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets +1500 power."

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If 
you do, put the top card of your Clock into Stock.

SAO/S71-074 (RR) 3/2 Sinon (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, look at up to 3 cards from the top of 
your deck, choose up to 1 card among them, add it to hand, and send the rest to Waiting 
Room.

AUTO - {CX COMBO} EXPERIENCE 6 - When the Pants CX (099) is placed on your 
Climax Area, if the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 6 or more, this turn, this 
gets +3000 power, and gains the following ability: "AUTO - [(2) Discard 2 cards] This 
ability activates up to once per turn. At the end of this card's battle, you may pay cost. If 
you do, Stand this."

SAO/S71-075 (R) 0/0 Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - All of your other <Anniversary> characters get +500 power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When your character's Trigger Check reveals a Climax with a 
Pants Trigger Icon, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 character from your Waiting 
Room, and add it to hand.



SAO/S71-076 (R) 0/0 Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - If all of your characters are <Anniversary>, this gets +1000 power.

AUTO - [Discard 1 Climax] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If 
you do, choose 1 <Anniversary> character from your Waiting Room, and add it to hand.

SAO/S71-077 (R) 0/0 Kirito (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - CIP if you have 2 or more other <Anniversary> characters, you may draw 1 
card. If you do, discard 1 card.

AUTO - [(1) Discard 1 CX] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If 
you do, choose 1 CX from your WR, and add it to hand.

SAO/S71-078 (R) 0/0 Alicization Beginning Kirito & Eugeo (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - At the start of your opponent's Draw Phase, reveal the top card of your deck. If 
that card is Level 1 or higher, you may return this card to hand.

AUTO - When this is Reversed, this turn, you cannot use ENCORE.



SAO/S71-079 (R) 1/0 Eugeo (Anniv/Fluctlight)

AUTO - EXP2 On-attack, choose 1 of your chara, this turn, +2k

SAO/S71-080 (R) 3/2 Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - (1) When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, send 
all of your opponent's Stock to Waiting Room, then your opponent puts an equal number 
of cards from the top of their deck into Stock.

AUTO - When this attacks, this turn, this gets +X power. X equals the number of your 
other <Anniversary> characters times 1000.

SAO/S71-081 (U) 0/0 Sachi (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, reveal the top card of your deck. If that 
card is an <Anniversary> character, this turn, this does not suffer Soul penalty when 
Side Attacking.

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it gets 
+1500 power.



SAO/S71-082 (U) 0/0 Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - [(1) Put the top card of your deck into Clock] When this is sent from stage to 
Waiting Room, you may pay cost. If you do, look at up to 2 cards from the top of your 
deck, choose up to 2 <Anniversary> characters from among them, show them to your 
opponent, add them to hand, and send the rest to Waiting Room.

SAO/S71-083 (U) 1/0 Yui (Anniversary/Net)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 2 - During your turn, if the sum of Levels of cards in your Level 
Zone is 2 or more, this gets +4000 power.

AUTO - [Rest 1 of your Standing <Anniversary> characters] When this is placed on 
stage from hand, you may pay cost. If you do, choose 1 card from your Level Zone and 
1 card from your Waiting Room, swap them, then choose up to 1 of your characters, this 
turn, it gets +1 Level.

SAO/S71-084 (U) 1/0 Phantom Bullet Kirito & Sinon (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this attacks, if you have another <Anniversary> character, this turn, this 
gets +3000 power.

ACT - [Discard 1 Climax] This turn, this gets +1000 power, and gains "AUTO - When 
this card's battle opponent is Reversed, you may draw 1 card."



SAO/S71-085 (U) 1/1 Early and Late Kirito & Heathcliff (Anniversary/Avatar)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 2 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or more, 
this gets +1500 power, and gains "AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 character]."

AUTO - When this attacks, if you have another <Anniversary> character, this turn, this 
gets +1500 power.

SAO/S71-086 (U) 2/1 Foursome - who's in the back tho (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

CONT - ASSIST Level x 500 

AUTO - When your character's Trigger Check reveals a Climax with a Pants icon, you 
may draw 1 card. If you do, discard 1 card.

ACT - [(1) Discard 1 Climax] Choose 1 <Anniversary> character from your Waiting 
Room, add it to hand.

SAO/S71-087 (U) 2/1 Strong Sinon & Weak Sinon(Anniversary)(Avatar)(Net)

[Continuous]Experience: If the total level in your level area is 5 or more, this card gets 
POWER +500 and "[Auto]Encore{Discard 1 Chara from your hand}".

[Auto]When this card attacks and the adjacent Chara is level 3 and above, this card 
gets POWER +6000 during this turn.



SAO/S71-088 (U) 3/2 Kirito (Anniv/Avatar)

CONT - EXP6 this gets +1500 power and gains 2 abilities:
1. AUTO - (1) on-attack pay cost to Twin Drive
2. AUTO - On-reverse optional Memory Kick

AUTO - CIP Heal 1

SAO/S71-089 (C) 0/0 Kirito & Yui (Anniv/Avatar/Net)

CONT - ASSIST +500

ACT - [(2) Rest this] Search deck for an <Anniv> chara and add it to hand, shuffle 
afterwards

SAO/S71-090 (C) 0/0 Phantom Bullet Kirito (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - When this is placed on stage from hand, if your opponent has 1 or less 
characters in their Front Row, choose 1 of your opponent's Cost 0 or lower characters in 
their Front Row, and send it to the bottom of your opponent's deck.

AUTO - When this attacks, choose 1 of your other <Anniversary> characters, this turn, it 
gets +X power. X equals the number of your other <Anniversary> characters times 500.



SAO/S71-091 (C) 0/0 buncha people (Anniv/Avatar/Fluctlight)

CONT - 2 or less Stock +1500 power

SAO/S71-092 (C) 1/0 moar people (Anniv/Net)

CONT - Global +500 to <Anniv>

AUTO - When your chara triggers a CX, give 1 chara +2k this turn

ACT - [Rest 2 <Anniv> charas] Swap a card in your Level with a card in your WR

SAO/S71-093 (C) 1/1 Alicization Running Kirito & Sortiliena (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, if all of your characters are <Anniversary>, 
you may put the top card of your deck into Stock.

ACT - BACKUP +2000 



SAO/S71-094 (C) 2/1 umidah (Anniv/Avatar)

AUTO - CIP this gets +X power this turn; X = # of your <Anniv> chara times 1000

AUTO - {CX COMBO} On-reverse, if you have the Book CX (100) in CX Area, choose 
up to 1 <Anniv> chara from WR and send it to Stock, then search your deck for up to 1 
<Anniv> chara and add it to hand, then shuffle your deck.

SAO/S71-095 (C) 2/2 crew (Anniv/Avatar/Net)

CONT - EXP5 During your turn, this gets +6k.

AUTO - ENCORE [Discard 1 chara]

SAO/S71-096 (C) 1/0 Event 

Choose 1 of your characters, until the end of your opponent's next turn, it gains the 
following 3 abilities: 
- CONT - The character across from this card cannot move to other slots.
- CONT - During this card's battle, your opponent cannot play BACKUP from hand.
- AUTO - When this is Front Attacked, you may return this card to hand.



SAO/S71-097 (C) 2/1 Event 

Search your deck for up to 2 <Anniversary> characters, show them to your opponent, 
add them to hand, and shuffle your deck afterwards. Then, discard 1 card.

SAO/S71-098 (CR) Pants CX 

SAO/S71-099 (CC) Pants CX 



SAO/S71-100 (CC) Boox CX

SAO/S71-101
BOX PR

1/1 Alice (Anniversary/Fluctlight)

CONT - If the character across from this is Cost 0 or lower, this cannot be Reversed.

CONT - EXPERIENCE 2 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 2 or more, 
this gets +2000 power.

SAO/S71-102
BOX PR

0/0 Asuna & Yuuki (Anniversary/Avatar)

AUTO - [Discard 1 card] When this is placed on stage from hand, you may pay cost. If 
you do, choose 1 <Anniversary> character from your Clock, add it to hand, then put the 
top card of your deck into Clock.

AUTO - When this attacks, look at up to 2 cards from the top of your deck, choose 1 of 
them and put it back on top of your deck, and send the rest to Waiting Room.



SAO/S71-103
BOX PR

1/1 Suguha & Leafa (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

AUTO - When you use this card's BACKUP, mill 3.

ACT - BACKUP +2000

SAO/S71-104
BOX PR

2/1 Kirito & Yui & Asuna (Anniversary/Avatar/Net)

CONT - EXPERIENCE 5 - If the sum of Levels of cards in your Level Zone is 5 or more, 
this gets +3000 power.

Release PR 
pack

2/1 Asuna - Memory Kick counter



Release PR 
pack

0/0 Suguha - Drop searcher from Ordinal Scale

Release PR 
pack

2/3 Event - Money counter

Release PR 
pack

0/0 Kirito - Sinon spammable brainstorm



Release tourney 
PR

1/0 Asuna & Kirito (Anniversary)(Avatar)

[Auto]{Discard 1 card from hand} When this card enters the stage from hand, you may 
pay the cost. If you do so, choose 1 Level 0 Chara from your waiting room and play it 
onto your stage.


